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CHAPTER OBJECTlVES

By the end ot this chapter, you will be able to:

Understand the concepts of validity and reliability.
Incorporate into your research design methods for improving both of the
above.

"O' - Design and generate research sensitive to quality issues.

INTRODUCTION

uality has been a continuing theme of this book. Deciding to do qualitative
earch is not a soft option. Such research demands theoretical sophistication and

ethodological rigour.
. ' Just because we do not use complicated statistical tests or do much counting

'does not mean that we can wallow in comforting hot baths of 'empathic' or
€'authentic' discussions with respondents. After a11,if this is the limit of our arnbi-
tions, can we do better than a talk show prescnter?

In his excellenr book The QlIaiíty oI Qualitafille Rescarch, Seale (1999) identi-
fies quality issues with what he calls 'methodological awareness'. As he puts it:

•

r Methodological awareness involves a commitment to showing as much as possible to
the audience of research studies ... the procedures and evidence that have led to par-
ticular conclusions, always open to the possibility that conclusions may need to be
revised in the light of new evidence. (Seale, 1999: x) ..

It follows that unless you can show your audience the procedures you used to
ensure that your merhods were reliable and your conclusions valid, rhere is litrle
point in aiming to conclude a research disserrarion. Having good imcntions, or
the correct political attitude is, unfortunately, never the point. Short of rcliable
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TABLE 14.1 VALlOITY ANO RElIABllITY
Validity

'By validity, I mean truth: interpreted as the extent to which an account
accurately represents the social phenomena to which it relers'.
(Hammersley, 1990: 57)

Reliability

'Reliability relers to lhe degree 01 consistency with which instances
are assigned to the same category by difterent observers or by lhe
same observer on difterent occasions. (Hammersley, 1992: 67)

methods and valid conclusions, research descends into a bedlam where the onl
bartles that are won are by those who shout the loudest.

In Chapter 9, I was able to be reassuring about the scientific status of
studies based upon small arnounts of data. However, 1 am Jess tempted to ass
qualitarive researchers that they need not be concerned about rhe reJiabiJity
rheir data or the qualiry of their interpretations. The reader has only to refer
Chapter 15 to see that my concerns about these matters extend to some publish
~=h. •

This chapter is the first of two chapters which deal with quality conside
tions. In this chapter, 1 will attempt a diagnosis of the problern and suggest so
practicaJ soJutions for you to use in your own research. In Chapter 15, 1 sugg.
how you can apply qualiry ruJes to evaluate research publications.

But first it is important to be clear about the relevant terms - validity and re.
ability. For simplicity, I will work with two straightforward definitions set out
TabJe 14.1.

Using examples of actual research studies, 1 review below the pitfalls a .
opportunities that the demands of validity and reliability create for the novic
researcher. Let me begin with validity.

14.2 VAlIOITY

'Validity' is another word for truth. Sometimes one doubts the validity of
explanation because the researcher has clearly made no attempt to deal with co
trary cases. Or sometimes, rhe demands of journal editors for shorrer and short·
arricles and the word lim.its attached to university courses mean that the research
is reluctantly Jed only to use 'telling' examples. .

Of course, such challenges to validity are not confined to qualitative resear~r
The sarne sort of problerns can happen in the natural sciences. The demands~
journal editors and u niversirv courses are little different in most fields. Nor is th
temprarion to cxclude contrary cases unique to qualitative research. Moreover, th
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rge research tearns that sometimes collaborate in the natural sciences can
nexpectedly threaten the credibility of findings. For instance, laboratory assistants

:have been shown to select 'perfect' slides for their professor's important lecture,
whiJe putting on one side 'slides' about which awkward questions might be asked
(seeLynch, 1984).

It also should not be assurned that quantitative researchers have a simple solu-
don to the question of validity. As Fielding and Fielding point out, some inter-
'pretation takes place even when using apparently 'hard' quantitative measures:

ultimately all methods of data collecrion are analysed 'qualitatively', in so tar as the
aet of analysis is an interpretation, and therefore of necessity a selective rendering.
Whether the data collected are quantifiable or qualitative, the issue of the warrant for
their inferences must be confronted. (1986: 12, my emphasis)

$0, as you prepare your qualitative study, you should not be overly defensive.
~Quantitative researchers have no 'golden key' to validity.

Nonetheless, qualitarive researchers, with their in-depth access to single cases,
have to overcome a speciaI temptation. How are they to convince themselves (and
:their audience) that their 'findings' are genuinely based on critical investigation of
all their data and do not depend on a few well-chosen 'examples'? This is some-
times known as the problem of anecdotalism.

As Mehan (1979) notes, the very strength of ethnographic field studies - its
~bility to give rich descriptions of social settings - can also be its wealcness. Mehan
identifies three such weaknesses:

Conventional field srudies tend to have an anecdotal quality. Research reports
. include a few exemplary instances of the behaviour that the researcher has culled

from field notes.
Researchers seldom provide the cri teria or grounds for including certain
insrances and not others. As a result, it is difficult to determine the rypicality
or reprcseutauveness of insrances and findings generated from them.
Research repores prcsented in tabular form do not preserve the marerials llpon
which the analysis was conducted. As the researcher abstracts data from raw
materials to produce summarized findings, the original form of the materials
is 105t. Therefore, it is impossible to entertain alterna tive interpretations of the
same materials. (1979: 15, my emphasis)

Some years late r, this problem was succinctly expressed by Bryman:

There is a tendency rowards an anecdotal approach to the use of data in relarion to
conclusions or explanatious in qualirative research. Brief conversarions, snippers from
unstrucrured interviews ... are used to provide cvidence of a particular conrenrion.
There are grounds for disquiet in chat rhe represeutariveness or generaliry of these
fragments are rarely addressed. (1988: 77)
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The complaim of anecdotalism questions the validity of much quali
research. Two common responses to it are to suggesr method and data trian
tion and/or respondem validation. .~,

Triangulation refers to the attempt to get a 'true' fix on a situation by'Ci
bining different ways oflooking at it or differem findings. In Chapter 4, I shô~'
some of the difficulties that novice researchers can get into by attempting ..;
(rianguJation. In Chapter 9, I discussed in more derail the analyticallimitatio "
this approach. , '.:

Broadly, many of the rnodels that underlie qualitative research are sunpJy
comparible with rhe assumption rhar 'true' fixes on 'realiry' can be obtained s"
rare!y from particular ways oflooking at it, Ofcourse, this does not mean that
should not use different data sets or deploy different methods. The problem"l'
arises when you use such multiplicity as a way of settling validity questions. ,I

Respondent validation suggests that we should go back to the subjects wirh '
tentative results and refine them in the light of our subjects' reactions (Reason àÍ1'
Rowan, 1981). Like triangulation, however, I fear it is a tlawed method. •

Of course, the subjecrs we scudy can, if we ask thern, give us an accOunt of
contexr of their acrions, The problem on1y arises if we atrribute a privileged statu
thar accounr (see BIoor, 1983; Bryman, 1988: 78-9). As Fielding and Fielding p"

there is no reason to assume that members have privileged status as conunentators'ti
their actions ... such feedback cannot be taken as direcr validation or refutation 'o.
the observer's iníerences. Rather such processes of so-called 'validation' should ~'
treated as yer anorher source of data and insight. (1986: 43)

Of course, this leaves on one side the ethics, politics and practicalities of
researcher's relation with subjects in the tield (see Chapters 17 and 18). Nonethe
these latter issues should not be confused with the validation of research findings

If triangulation and respondem validation are fallible paths to validiry, what rri .
satisfacrory methods remain? I discuss below tive interrelated ways of thinking ~Í

cally about qualitative data analysis in order to airn at more valid tindings. These

the refL'tability principIe
e the constam compara tive method
\9 comprehensive data treatment
O deviam-case analysis

using appropriate tabulations.
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he assumptions underlying rhe search for objectivity are simple. There is a world of
pirical reality out there. The way we perceive and understand that world is largely

Ipto us, but the world does not tolerare all understandings of it equally. (1986: 11)

Í"
to

owing Kirk and Miller, we need to recognize that 'the world does not tolerate alI
derstandings of it equalIy'. This means that we must overcome the temptation to
P.P to easy conclusions just because there is some evidence that seerns to lead in
interesting c1irection. Instead, we must subject this evidence to every possible test.
The critical method implied here is dose to whar Popper (1959) calls 'crirical

uonalism', This dernands that we must seek to refute assumed relations berween
enomena. Then, only if we cannot refute the existence of a certain relationship,
.we in a position to speak about 'objective' knowledge. Even then, however,

r knowledge is always provisional, subject to a subsequent study which may
me up with disconfirming evidence.
Popper puts it this way:

What characrerizes the ernpirical rnethod is its manner of exposing tO falsificanon, in
'.everyconceivable way, the system to be tested. Its aim is not to save the Iivesof unren-
~.ble systems but, on the contrary, to select the one which is by comparison the fittest,

'y exposing themall to the fiercest struggle for survival. (1959: 42)

f course, qualitative researchers are not alone in taking Popper's critical method
riously. One way in which quantitative researchers attempt to satisfy Poppers
mand for atternpts at 'falsification' is by carefully excluding spurious correlations
:e Table 2.3 and associated text in Chapter 2).
~.To do this, the survey researcher may seek to introduce new variables to pro-
ce a form of 'multivariate analysis' which can otfer significam, non-spurious
rrelations (see Mehan, 1979: 21). Through such an atternpt to avoid spurious
rrelations, quantitative social scientists can provide a practical demonstration of
eir orientation to the spirit of critical enquiry that Popper advocates,

",' How can qualirarive researchers sarisfy Poppers criterion? The rernaining four
erhods suggest an inrerrelared way of thinking critically during data analysis,

•

14.2.1 The refutability principIe ,~

One soJution to the problem of anecdotaJisl11 is simply for qualitative researchers
to seek to refute their initial assumption, about their data in order to achieve
objectivity. As Kirk .md Mi1ler argue:

The constant comparative method

':h~comparative method means that the qualitative researcher should always
ttempt to find another case through which to test out a provisional hypothesis.

)u an early srudy of the changing perspecrives of medical students during rheir
~'training, Becker and Geer (1960) found that they could test their emerging
hypothesis about the influence of career stages UpOll perceptions by comparing
different groups at one time and also comparing one cohort of students wirh

;;;;"~''(l;'another over the course of training. For instance, it could only be clairned with
,'ft, cOllfidcl1cC rhat beginning rnedical students tended to be idealists if severa]

cohorts af first-year students all shared this perspective.
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15 complaint, which amounts to a charge of anecdotalism, can be addressed by
at ten Have, following Mehan (1979), calis 'comprehensive data treatment'.
is comprehensiveness arises because, in qualitative research, 'ali cases of data ...

'e] incorporated in the analysis' (Mehan, 1979: 21).
";;Such comprehensiveness goes beyond what is normaliy demanded in many

tirative merhods. For instance. in survey research one is usualiy satisfied by
'eving significant, non-spurious, correlations. So, if nearly ali your data sup-

ts your hypothesis, your job is largely done.
By contrast, in qualirativc research, working with--smaller data sets open to
eated inspection, you should not be satisiied until your generalization is able

o apply to ,every single gobbet of relevant data you have coUected.
,:~ The outcome is a generalization which can be every bit as valid as a statistical

correlation. As Mehan purs ir:
:-t:,,-"; ~..

The result is an inregrated, precise model that comprehensively describes a specific
phenomena [sic], instead of a sirnple correlational statement about antecedent and

'consequem conditions. (1979: 21)

Similarly, when 1 was studying what happened to Down's syndrome children:·fi.
heart hospital, 1 tested out my findings with tape recordings of consultarions froIi}:
same clinic involving children without the congenital abnormality (Silverman, 19
And, of course, my attempt to analyse the ceremonial order of privare medical p
tice (Silverman, 1984) was highly dependent on comparative data on public cli -

However, beginning researchers are unlikely to have the resources to s
different cases. Yet this does not mean that comparison is impossible. The cori
comparative method involves simply inspecting and comparing ali the data tt
ments that arise in a single case (Glaser and Strauss, 1967).

While such a merhcd may seem artractive, beginning researchers may woi
about rwo practical difficulties involved in implementing ir. Fim, they may lat
the resources to assemble ali their data in an analysable formo For instance, td
scribing a whole data set may be impossibly time consurning - as well as divé
ing you frorn data analysis! Second, how are you to compare data when you
have not yet generated a provisional hypothesis or even an initial set of categoriés

Fortunately, these objections can be readily overcome. In practice, it usuall
makes sense to begin analysis on a relatively small part of your data. Then, havin
generated a set of categories, you can test out emerging hypotheses by steadil
expanding your data corpus. "

This point has been clearly made by Perakyla using the example of studi
based on tape-recorded data:

Deviant-case ana/ysis

What is important in depicting anomalies precisely? If vou cannor do it, thar
shows yOlldo not know yom way arollnd the concepts. (Wirtgenstein, 1980: 72e)

çomprehensive data treatment implies actively seeking out and addressing anom-

alies or deviant cases. Again Mehan makes the point:

The method begins with a small batch of data. A provisional analytic scheme is gen-
erated. The scheme is rhen compared to other data, and modifications made in the
scheme as necessary. The provisional analytic scheme is constantiy confronted by
"negative" or "discrepant" cases until the researcher has derived a small set of recur-
sive rules that incorporare ali rhe data in rhe .malysis. (1979: 2"\;scc also Becker, 199x:

211--12)

Mehan notes that this is very different from the sense of 'deviant-case analysis' in
quantitative survey research. Here you turn to deviant cases in two circumstances:

when the existing variables will not produce sufficiently high staristical

correlatiol1S
when good correlations are found but you suspecr these rnight be 'spurious'.

j, By contrast, the qualitaeive researcher should not be satisfied by explanations
which appear to cxplain nearly all the variance in rheir data. Instem', as I have
already argued, in qualirative research, every piece of data has to be used until it

can be accounted for.

There is a lim.it to how much data a single researcher or a research team can transcribe
and analyse. But on the other hand, a large database has definite advantages ... a large
portion of the data can be kept as a resource that is used only when the analysis hás
progressed so far that the phenomena under study have been specified. At that later
stage, short sections from the data in reserve can be transcribed, and thereby, the full
variation of the phenomenon can be observed. (2004: 288)

1 employed this constant compara tive method, moving from small to larger data"
sets, in l11ystudy of AIDS counselling (Silverman, 1997). For instance, having iso-,
lated an instance of how a client resisted a counsellors advice, I trawlcd through ,
my data to obtain a larger sample of cases where advice resistance was present.v
This example is discussed in greater detail in Silverman (2001: 244--6).

However, the constant comparative method, because it involves a repeated t?
and fro between different parts of your data, implies something much bigger. AlI
parts of your data must, at some point, be inspected and analysed. This is part of"
what is meant by 'cornprehensive data treatment'.

14.2.3 Comprehensive data treatment

Ten Have notes the complaint that in CA, like other kinds of qualitative research:

findings ".. are bascd on a subjectivcly sclerted, ano probabJy biased, 'sample' of cases
rhnt happcn to fit the analytic argurnent. (ten Have, 1998: 135)
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Let me show you two examples which use deviant-case analysis with,
of a comprehensive data treatmenr, The first is drawn frorn an interview ~.
reports by relatives about family members who had died alone (Seale"
discussed in Seale, 1999: 79-80).

Most relatives reported that a relative dying alone was an unw
evenr and that they would have wanted to be presenr at the death if thé
been able. Seale argued that such accounts worked to display a relative's,.
adequacy.,

However, in a small minoriry of cases, people said they had not wanted
present ar such a death. Rather than treat these examples as statistically insi
cant, Seale exarnined them in greater detail to see if his overall argument neer
to be modified. >'">i~

In all these deviant cases, it turned out that respondents offered legitimati~
for their position. For instance, in one case, a son said that his father's dernen
meant that he would have been 'oblivious' ifhis son had been presenr, ln anoth
case, a husband referred to his own potential distress at being presenr at the death)?
ofhis wife. He a150 added tbat ir 'didn'c make any difference as she was in a cori
(Seale, 1999: 79).

Seale concluded that, in his five deviam cases, respondents did not depart fr,
displays of moral adequacy but:

ct 14.1 [Silverman, 1987: 165]

What do you think about your looks Barry?
- (3.0)
Idon't know
Vou heh heh doesn't wor~y' you a 10t.

's answer was common at the clinic. Short of a later self-correction or a per-
l~e parental interventiol1 (both difficult to engineer), it meant that many such
'ênts did not get cosmetic surgery. ~ ..
Drawing upon evidence of this kind, I argued that questioning such young

:cple about their looks set up the consultation as a psychological interrogation
ely to lead to non-intervention. This was strengthened by the fact that, later
the consultation, it became clear that Barry, after all, did want cosmetic

rgery. Barry's case and that of others showed that these adolescent patients
id far less difficulty when they were simply asked whether they wanted an
eration.

Howeyer, a VISlt to a clinic in
iant case shown in Extract 14.2:

Brisbane, Australia, provided me with the

successfully demonstrated their moral adequacy by alterna tive means. In doing tl .
they showed an orientation towards the event [i.e. not being present at the death
a loved oneJ as devianr from normal behaviour, requiring explanation, so strengrhen
ing the general case that accompaniment of dying people is perceived as a generall
desirabIe social norm. (1999: 80)

xtracr 14.2 [Silverman, 1987: 182]

Do you worry at alI about your appearance?
Oh I really notice it but I um if it could be improved, I'd
Like to get it done. I really worry about it.

My second example of deviant-case analysis is drawn from my ethnográji
research on paediatric clinics (Silverman, 1987). In this research, I compared
heart clinic discllssed in Chapter 12 with a clinic treating children bom ~~j
hare lips and/or clerr palares. The latter is another congenital defect but unli
cardiac anomalies is selt-evidenr and treatable by routine, low-risk, cosme
surgery usualIy carried out when the patient is in their teens. In both clini
observed and tape recorded what was said, Transcription was for ethnograp
purposes and this meant that its levei of detail did not follow alI the conventio
used in CA.

The rationale for delaying cosmetic surgery in the cleft-palate clinic is tha~
since appearance is a rnatrer of personal judgement, it is best left unril somebody;
is of an age when they can decide for themseIves rather than be influenced bY"j;i
the surgeon or their parenrs, In practice, rhis reasonable assurnprion meant that' ,."
the dOCtor (D) would ask rhe young person concerned a question in this general
formar:

-one leap, Simon seems to have overcome the cornmunication difficulties that
question about your appearance usually generates. He freely admits that he
tices' and 'worries' about his looks and, consequently, would 'like to get it

9ne'. What are we to make of this apparently deviant case?
The first thing to report is that, at 18 years of age, Simon is considerably oldcr

ian Barry and the other children seen in my English clinic. So rericence to dis-
uss one 's appearance may be age related and ditferent medical straregies may be
pplied to different age groups.
.. However, there was something more interesting about Simon's case. This was
OW his reports about his worries were treated by doctors in his clinic. Extract 14.3

"elow is a continuation of 14.2:

•

Extract 14.3 [Silverrnan, 1987: 183J

S: I really worry about ir.
D: Really?
D: Not really bur mllly'
S: BU[ rCIIl/y yes.
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What is going on in Extract 14.3? Why is Simon's apparently straightí(
response subject to further questioning? To answer these questions, 1 noted
ments made by a doctor before Simon had enrered the room. These are
in Extract 14.4: .

'atients who did complain would be viewed as self-confident. Hence their
.nderlying troubles were open to doubt and they toa might not get surgery.

Extract 14.4 [Silverman, 1987: 180]

D: He's er (0.5) its a matter of deciding whether he should have an
operation. And, er, whar we are concerned about is his degree of
maturity which it will be very interesting for you [D turns towards me]
to rnake d judgemçnt on when he comes in.

impasse derived from the coupling of the doctors' understandable desire to
't their patients' own views with psychological versions of the meaning of
t their patienrs actually said,"
These two studies show how the identification and further analysis of deviant
s can strengthen the validity of research. As implied here, it is important to

erline the fact that such identification necds to-xtem from J theoretical
roach to the data. Seale's work derived fiorn a way of treating interview
onses as,moral narratives. My own research was based upon an ethnographic
est in the ceremonial order' of the clinic (Strong, 1979).

50 pieces of data are never intrinsicaliy 'deviam' but rather become so in rela-
n to the approaeh used. This theoretically defined approach to analysis should
o properly apply to the compilation and inspection of data in tabulated formo

We see from Extract 14.4 that, even before Simon enters the roem, his 'deg
maturity' wili be an issue. We are advised that Simon's answers should not
alone as expression of his wishes bur should be judged as mature or immatur,
perhaps, discarded or reinterpreted.

After Simon leaves, this doctor worries some more about what S.
answers 'reaUy' mean:

Extracr 14.5 [Silverman, 1987: 186J

D: It's very difficult to assess isn'r ir? Because hes pretty
sophisticated in some of his comments and it's er (1.0)
its just the, you know, conrinuouslç sunny nature thats
troubling me a little bit about the problem as to whether
it should be done.

.2.5 Us(ng appropriate tabulations

ery nice example of how simple tabulations can improve the quality of data
ysis is provided by Koppel et al. (2003). Their earlier ethnographic research had
aled that hospital computer-ordering systems were often associated with errors

doctors preseribed patients' medications. A quantitative survey showed that
75 per cent of doctors had used the computer system incorrectly.

It turned out that the computer display tended to convey a false sense of accuracy
any doctors. For example, by focusing solely on the electronic medication

t, doctors would tend to miss crueial paper stickers attached to the hardcopy
notes.Various features of the computer software also seemed to be associated

h these errors. For instance, the display on the screen would show amounts of
edication appropriate for warehousing needs and purchasing decisions.Yet this
l might be clinically inappropriate. In addition, it was possible for a doctor to

d a new medication without cancelling an cxisting prescription for sornerhing
:,ry similar.

Koppel et al.'s survey increased the validity and generalizability of their qual-
ive study. Using both sets of data, they were able to argue more convincingly
.ut how the computer software could be improved.
However, it is usually misraken to count simply for the sake of counring. Without
eoretical rationale behind rhe tabulated categories, counting on1y gives a spuri-
validity to research. For instance, in the observation of classroom behaviour,

han (1979) suggests that many kinds of quantification have only limited value:

EventuaUy, this doctor concludes that Simon's relaxed manner is merely 'a ç
up' for his self-consciousness about his appearance. Although this is rather .,
conclusion since Simon has freely adrnitted that he is concemed about his a
ance, it generates general consent and ali the doctors presenr agree that Si
'motivated' and shou1d have his operation.

This deviam case considerably added to 111yunderstanding of the mecha,
decision making in the clefi:-palate clinic. The English data had suggested that
young people about their appearance tended to set them prob1ems which co
away frorn the cosmetic surgery they rnight want. The Australian data showe
even where a patienr confidently reported their concern about their appearan~
created a further complication. In this case, the doctors worried about how so
so concerned could present themselves in such a confident (or 'sunnv') manne

A Catch-22 situation was now revealed. The doctors' practical reasoning"
tentionally resulted in the following impasse:

•

<•.
2

To get surgery, you needed to comp1ain about your appearance. ~.,
Those who were 1110$ttroubled about rheir appearance would often bé"
least able to complain, so they would not get surgery.

the quantitative approach to classroom observation is useful for certain purposes, namely,
. for providing the freqncncy 01' reacher talk by comparison with student ralk
:"However, this approach minirnizes rhe conrriburion 01' students, neglects the

;s
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inrer-relationship of verbal to non-verbal behavior, obscures rhe conrmgenr nature'
inreraction, and ignores the (ofren mulriple) functions of language. (1979: 14) qualirative research. By contrast, although quantitative researchers try to claim

"iability by using pre-tested measures and scales, they can end up with highly
diable tabulations. This is not because survey research questions are ambiguously
rded but rather because asking and answering any question can never be sep-
ted by murual interpretations which are inherently local and non-standardizable
e Antaki and Rapley, 1996).
. By contrast with tabulated figures from survey research interviews, tapes and
~scripts are open to further inspection by both researchers and readers,

'''owever, rhis opportuniry is nor always presenr in qualirative research. There are
any obser.vational studies where the reader has to depend on the researcher's

•.~pictiO!1of what was going on. lndeed, perhaps the extended immersion in the
~eld', typical of much qualitative research, leads to a certain preciousness about
the validiry and reliability of the researcher's own interpretation of 'their' tribe or
sit of interview respondents.

.As Bryman notes about such studies:

I do not attempt here to defend quantitative or positivistic research per se: r
not concerned with research designs which centre on quantitative methods
or are indifferenr to how participanrs construct order. lnstead, I want to
demonstra te some uses of quantitlcation in research which is qualitative and i
pretive in designo

To some extent, the tabulations I developed in my study of cancer clinies
Chapter 12, Table 12.3) feU foul of Mehans criticisms. Alrhough my compar'"
of clinics derived from Strong's (1979) discussion of 'ceremonial orders', the ,
ulation was based upon dubious, commonsense categories. For instance, it is
problematic to count participants' questions when your only data is field no.
Without being able to reinspect a tape recording my category of'question' has
unknown relation to the participants' orientations. '~

An alternative is to count members' own categories as used in naturally occ
ring places. For instance, in my analysis of cardiac eonsulrarions with Down's .s
drome children (see Chapter 12), I construeted a table, based on a compariso
Down's and non-Down's consultations, showing the different forms of,
doctor's questions to parents and the parenrs' answers. This tabulation sho~
a strong tendency with Down's ehildren for both the doctor and parenrs
avoid using the word 'well' about the child and this absence of reference to'
ness' proved to be crucia! to understanding the subsequent shape of the c"
consultation.

So there is no reason why qualitative researchers should not, where appro
ate, use quantitative measures. Simple counting techniques, theoretically der'
and ideaUy based on members' own categories, can offer a means to survey
whole corpus of data ordinarily lost in intensive, qualitative research. Insteac
taking the researcher's word for it, the reader has a chanee to gain a sense oq
flavour of rhe data as a whole. In rum, researehers are able to test and to re
rheir generalizarians, removing nagging doubts abour rhe accuracy of r
impressions about the data.

As Kirk and Miller rernark:

field notes or extended transcripts are rarely available; these would be very helpful in
order to allow the reader to formulare his or her own hunches about rhe perspective
of the people who have been srudied. (1988: 77)

c

!y implication, Bryman is calling for what Seale (1999) calls low-inference
escriptors. Although, as Seale notes, no act of observation can be free from the
, derlying assumptions that guide it (see Chapter 7 of this book), detailed data
esentations which make rninimal inferences are always preferable to researchers'
resentation of their own (high-inference) summaries of their data.

Low-inference descriptors involve:

li

recording observations in terms that are as concrete as possible, including verbatim
accounts of what people say ... rarher than researchers' reconsrructions of rhe general
sense of what a person said. (Seale, 1999: 148)

.~
By our pragmatic view; qualitative research does imply a commitmenr to field activities
It does not imply a commitmenr to innumeracy. (1986: 10)

twould add that low-inference descriptors also mean providing the reader with
long data extracts which include, for instance, the question preceding a respon-
dent's comments as well as the interviewer's 'continuers' (e.g. 'rnm hmm') which
rncourage a respondent to enJarge a comment (see Rapley, 2004).
J Earlier in this book, I have discussed two ways of strengthening the reliability of
field data: field note convenrions, and inter-ceder agreernent (referred to in Chaprers
11 and 12). In the remaining part of rhis chapter, I will concretize this discussion of
reliability by looking at an example of how reliability was addressed in the context
'of one ethnographic study. r will then examine practical issues of reliabiliry in a study
which worked wirh tapes and transcripts of naturally occurring interaetion.

14.3 REUABIUTY

Counting based on members' own caregories in the context of cornprehens
data treutmenr is possible because, in principle, the quality of data should be hig.
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PART THREE • ANALYSING YOUR DATA
QUALlTY IN QUALlTATIVE RESEARCH

14.3.1 Reliability in one ethnographíc study

In their ethnographic study of adolescent drug users, first discussed in Chapt
Glassner and Loughlin carefully tape recorded ali their interviews. Thes~ t:
were then transcribed and coded by: '

ferred cancer patients. It was during this interview that the patients were
,pposedly informed that their cancer was incurable.

Two independent transcriptions were performed. ln the first, an attempt was
ade to transcribe the talk 'verbatim', i.e. without grammatical or other 'tidying
'. Using the first transcription, three independent coders, who had been
iíned to be consistent, coded the same material. Inter-ceder reliability was then
Ómated. lnconsistencies amongst the coders may have reflected some ambiguity
'the data, some overlap between coding categories, or simple coding errors.

The second transcription was inforrned by rhe analytic ideas and transcriprion
,'hlbols o( CA. This provided additional inforrnation on how the parties orga-
ized their talk and, we believe, represents a more objective, comprehensive and
erefore more reliable recording of the data because of the level of detail given
this method.
By drawing upon the transcription symbols and concepts of CA, we sought to

veal subtle features in the talk, showing how both doctor and patients produced
nd received hearable ambiguities in the parient's prognosis. This involved a shift
f foeus trom coders' readings to how partieipants demonstrably monitor each
';ther's talk. Once we pay attention to sueh detail, judgements can be made that
te more convincingly valido lnevitably, this leads to a resolution of the problem

inter-ceder reliability.
For instance, when researehers first listened to tapes of relevant hospital con-

ulrations, they some times felt that there, was no evidenee that the paticnts had
ieked up their doctors' often guarded statements about their prognosis. However,
hen the tapes were retranscribed, it was demonstrated that patients used very
fi:utterances (like 'yes' or, more usualiy, 'mrn') to mark that they were taking up
is information. Equaliy, doctors would monitor patients' silenees and rephrase
eir prognosis statements. •

identifying topies, ways of talking, themes, events, actors and so forrh ." . Those
becarne a catalogue of codes, consisting of 45 topics, each with up to 99 descript"
(Glassner and Loughlin, 1987: 25)

On the surface, such tabuIation appears to involve the counting for the sak
couming found in some quantitative research. However, the authors make'c
that their approach to data analysis is different from positivistic, survey res~
studies:

In more positivistic research designs, coder reliability is assessed in terms of agreement
arnong coders, ln qualitative research one is unconcerned with standardizing intel
pretation of data. Rather, our goal in developing this complex cJtaloglling and
retrieval sysrern has been to retain good access to lhe words of lhe subjects, withour relying
upon the rnernory of interviewers or data analysts. (1987: 27, my emphasis) ..

By retaining this access to subjects' own categories, Glassner and Loughlin sa .
the theoretical orientation of much qualitative research while simultaneo
alIowing readers to retain some sort of direct access to raw data.

Moreover, Glassner and Loughlin suggest that their analysis fits conventi
cri teria of reliabiliry, For instance:

The coding and data analysis was done 'blind' - both the coding staff and t
analysts of the data 'conducted their research without knowledge of [t
expectations or hypotheses ofthe project directors' (1987: 30).

g The cornpurer-assiseed recording and analysis of the data meant that one coul
be more contidenr rhar the patterns reporred actually existed throughout th'
data rather than in favourable examples (see Chapter 12).

CONCLUDlNG REMARKS
'L

ome social researchers argue that a concern for the reliabiliry and validity of
bservations arises only within the quantitative research tradition. Because what
ey cali the 'positivist' position sees no difference between the natural and social
orlds, reliable and valid measures of social life are only needed by such 'posi-

1vists', Conversely, it is argued, once we treat social reality as always in flux, then
t rnakes no sense to worry about whether our research instruments measure
ccurately (e.g. Marshall and Rossman, 1989).

Such a position would rule out any systematic research since it implies rhat
-: 'e canot assume any stable properties in the social world. However, if wc concede
~hepossible existence of such properties, why shouldn't other work replicare these

: properrics)
As Kirk and Miller argue about reliability:

14.3.2 Reliabilíty in a study of tape-recorded interaction

When peoples activities are tape recorded and transcribed, the reliability of
interpretation of transcripts may be gravely weakened by a failure to transcri
apparently trivial, bur often crucial, pauses and overlaps. For instance, a rec
srudy of medical consultations was concerned to establish whether cancer patier
had understood that theitr condition was fatal.

In this study (Clavarino et al., 1995), we attempted to examine the basis upoií
which intcrpretive judgernents were rnade about the content of a series of audio~,~;.
tapcd doccor-paricl1t interviews between three oncologists and their newly-
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PART THREE • ANALYSING YOUR DATA
QUAlITY IN QUAlITATIVE RESEARCH

Qualitative researchers can no longer afford to beg the issue of reliability. While
forte of field research will always lie in its capability to sort out the validity of prop
sitions, its results will (reasonably) go ignored minus attention to reliability. For 'relià:
bility to be calculated, it is incumbent on the scientific investigator to document hi
or her procedure. (1986: 72) .

i(:7~l"', . >.':'.". ··:'<~;·~';i·./",;;:\~t~~L;it~!;x':~;'[:~::f(\...., .." '
e it;e~le·s.booK,The Qualíty of Qua/(~tive~.fll{t~~;;~P(S~g~,.,199~) Rffers,Ê!"!<O'j
ellent óVÉll"a1ltreatment of thé lssues discusse.d'IÁ'tfífs chapter: P:. shorter ver':"'",!

ionófhisargument is.Jound in his chapteJ.'Qúal·itY~in,qúálitativElresearch'in .
~I~ et{:!L'sedited collecnon Inside Qualítati~e Rê~e'ár9h(Sage;-'20Ô4:409-19r;;,
"iiJ9i~spec,i§dized treatment is Perãkylã;(2004)i,fpx'~a. ~eJailed discussiQnq(
viàôitcâse analysis or 'analytic induction',see' Beçker< (1998: 197-;-212):' .

Of course, exact1y the S3111epoint may be made about the claims to validii
truth status, of qualitative research studies, So, to underline the point with"
this chapter began, unless you can show your audience the procedures you
to ensure rhat your methcds were reliable and your conclusions valid, there i;
point in aiming to conclude a research dissertation.

...:- ..~,-....•. ~'';"

KEY POINTS

Validity is another word for truth. We cannot say that the claims 01 a
research study are valid when:

-. only a lew exemplary instances are reported
- the criteria or grounds lor including certain instances and not others

not provided
- the original lorm 01 the materiais is unavailable.

Five wp.ys 01 thinking critically about qualitative data analysis in order to
aírn at more valid lindings were discussed:

"""" the relutability principie
-." the constant comparative method
••••••comprehensive data treatment
••••••deviant-case analysis
- using appropriate tabulations.

Reliability reters to the degree of consistency with which instances are
assigned to the same category by dilterent observers or by the same
observer on different occasions. For reliability to be calculated, it ls
incumbent on the scientific investigators to document their procedure and
to demonstrate that categories have been used consistently.
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